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In recent years there has been increasing interest in the role of animals in science and

medicine. While historians have tended to focus on the processes of standardisation,

increasing attention is being given to the surprising and unexpected elements of the

model organism. Experimental organisms are, simultaneously, both artefacts and sam-

ples of nature.1 Rachel Ankeny and Sabina Leonelli put it clearly and succinctly: ‘they

are systems that have been engineered and modified to enable the controlled investiga-

tion of specific phenomena, yet at the same time they remain largely mysterious products

of millennia of evolution, whose behaviours, structures, and physiology are for the most

part still relatively ill-understood by scientists.’2 In continuously generating new ques-

tions, organisms provide novelty so essential to successful experimental systems. They

are, as Hans-Jörg Rheinberger would argue, scientific objects or ‘epistemic things’, not

merely predictable ‘technical objects’.3

What I would like to do is extend this approach further, considering not simply the

organism, but the material structures that support it which are all too often taken for

granted in the history of science and medicine. I think that we need to add to the history

of the model organism, a focus on healthy environments, even sick buildings, in our study

of laboratory spaces. Research that depends on the use of animals also depends upon the

built environments and infrastructures that surround them. There was a great interest, for

example, in standardising food, lighting, and cage size.4 In my own research I have

looked at the laboratory practices of the physiologist and psycho-biologist Curt Richter.

Richter was doing innovative work with rats, wild and domesticated, as part of a pro-

gramme at Johns Hopkins instigated in 1942 to develop new ways to control Baltimore’s
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burgeoning rat population.5 For Richter, the rat was the ultimate model organism:

‘If someone were to give me the power to create an animal most useful for all types of

studies on problems concerned directly or indirectly with human welfare, I could not pos-

sibly improve on the Norway rat.’6

Hewas also immensely proud of his design for holding, breeding and caring for the rat. He

described himself as a tinkerer, a scavenger, one who is very open to the unpredictability of

his organisms.7 But in order tomake use of this unpredictability, he needed to standardise his

laboratory spaces. Richter designed his own cages – row upon row, all neatly stacked

together. His animals were isolated in uniform cages, mechanised to provide him with an

endless stream of behavioural and physiological data: as Richter stated: ‘The use of our cages

makes it possible to put very definite questions to the rats, and to get definite answers’.8

The rodent control project became the Rodent Ecology Project in 1945, as the scien-

tists and their sponsors turned their attention to the ways in which alterations in the

environment could be used to control populations much more effectively.9 For John B.

Calhoun, who joined the project as a research assistant in 1946, Richter’s cages may

have been convenient and productive, but they were also immensely damaging to the

animal.10 For Calhoun, rats were social creatures – they needed company, or they would

suffer psychological and physiological breakdown. Always seeking to suggest connec-

tions between the rodent laboratory and urban society, Calhoun declared: ‘The animals

are housed in sterile jail cells. . . Pruitt Igoe! Are more plush high rises or replicated sub-

urban sprawl any different?’11

Calhoun designed a new series of experiments in which he placed a number of rats in a

quarter-acre pen behind his house in Towson, Maryland. He provided them with unlim-

ited amounts of food and water, and allowed their numbers to grow. His aim was to

develop an understanding of rat society. He even wrote of the need to allow the animals

to ‘speak’ to him.12 Speak they did, through the expression of a range of pathological

behaviours that he found he could control through the design of his model environments.

Once employed at the National Institutes of Mental Health from 1954, Calhoun began

to make ever more elaborate ‘rat cities’. In his most famous publication, ‘Population

Density and Social Pathology’, published in Scientific American in 1962, he described

three experiments.13 Calhoun placed a number of rats in a laboratory in a converted

barn. He had divided the space into four sections, connected by a series of ramps – two
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compartments with only one entry and exit point, the other two with two ramps provided.

With unlimited amounts of food and water, the population was again allowed to grow

until they numbered eighty adult animals. The animals could have spread out to realise

a density of twenty per cage. However, those pens with only one ramp made them possi-

ble to defend and control by a dominant male who then lived a relatively normal existence

with a ‘harem’ of approximately ten females. The rest of the animals were crowded into

the indefensible pens. As a result of this crowding, a series of pathologies emerged: vio-

lence; sexual deviance, such as hyper-sexuality and even ‘homosexuality’; submissiveness

and withdrawal; the breakdown of maternal care. With a more extensive series of experi-

ments with mice, these pathologies led to high rates of morbidity, mortality and, in time,

the extinction of the experimental population.14

Calhoun saw his rats and mice as models for man: social and psychological, and phy-

siological breakdown was a common response of all social animals to crowded environ-

ments. He responded to criticism that his rodent universes were unnatural environments,

by emphasising that this was precisely the point. He had placed his model organisms in a

model ‘urban’ space, complete with tower blocks, cafeterias and congested stairwells.

For Calhoun, it was not just the animals that were active in an experimental system,

but the spaces in which they existed. The architecture of the rodent laboratory was not

simply a technical object, but was an important and active object of study. Space orga-

nised and determined every aspect of social life – communication, identity, hierarchy

and behaviour. Through the more effective design of space and the control of interaction,

Calhoun was attempting to develop more collaborative and intelligent rodent commu-

nities, capable of withstanding ever greater degrees of population density.

The influence of Calhoun’s experiments can be seen everywhere, not least in popular

culture, where it was seen to mirror the problems of American society in the post-war

era.15 Calhoun’s success in generating renewed interest in the problem of the crowd

among social scientists was particularly remarkable, particularly when we consider the

history of troubled relations with radical behaviourism, hereditary determinism and

eugenics. The research on human populations followed three strategies: the use of statis-

tical correlations between density and various pathologies seen as comparable with those

witnessed in Calhoun’s crowded pens;16 experimental studies with subjects in the labora-

tory;17 and field studies in which the behaviour of individuals was observed in real-life

crowded environments, such as hospitals, schools and prisons.18

The results of the studies were, however, very inconsistent. Some ecological studies

showed small positive correlations, others negative associations, and some, the greater
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Contemporary Problems, 10 (1965), 120–6. For a
very critical appraisal of these studies, see Harvey
Choldin, ‘Urban Density and Pathology’, Annual
Review of Sociology, 4 (1978), 91–113.
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(San Francisco, CA: W. H. Freeman, 1975).

18 See H. M. Proshansky, W. H. Ittelson, and L. G.
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significance of variables such as poverty. Experimental laboratory studies also provided

inconsistent and insignificant results. For an emerging group of environmental psychol-

ogists, however, it was essential that the physical environments chosen by the social or

behavioural scientist were analogous to the environment of Calhoun – conditions with

confined people against their wishes in crowded spaces for considerable periods.

One of the most successful series of studies focused on the college dormitory.19 By com-

paring the results of a study of two different environments, one, a large corridor dormitory,

and the other, a suite-style, sub-divided into smaller communities, psychologists provided

evidence of both pathology and the potential for its amelioration. In the corridor, students

perceived the environment as crowded and exhibited increased stress levels, which affected

health and academic success. In the latter, through breaking up the space, they successfully

reduced unwanted social interaction without significantly decreasing density. In the cases

of prisons also, Calhoun’s work was used in a series of legal challenges that demanded

that prisoners be provided with more single cells to provide them with the privacy essential

to preserving their mental and physical health.20

However, there were also psychiatrists and sociologists concerned that this new archi-

tectural determinism was turning attention away from more fundamental problems of

social inequality – the real cause of mental health problems in the city. For these social

scientists, human beings were intelligent and creative, easily capable of adapting to con-

ditions of high population density. Calhoun now served as a point of attack, a means of

questioning this growing obsession with the crowd in the social and health sciences. The

sociologists Claude Fischer and Mark Baldassare declared: ‘A red-eyed, sharp-fanged

obsession about urban life stalks contemporary thought.’21 The significance of Calhoun’s

experimental architecture to facilitate, and ameliorate, crowding stress was ignored. The

focus became that of the model organism. The failure to find evidence of crowding stress

through the earlier statistical studies and laboratory experiments could, therefore, only be

explained by fundamental differences between humans and other animals.

While the identification of ‘crowding stress’ among both human and non-human ani-

mals was important to the success of Calhoun’s experiments, equally important was his

experimental architecture. Indeed, while the model organism allows for mediation

between knowledge and phenomena, as well as serving as a point of intervention,22

when detached from the model environment, Calhoun’s crowded animals became a

means of emphasising the threat, to both science and the city, of the search ‘for a black

plague common to mice and men’.23
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